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ABSTRACT

Pulsating flow (p.f.) hydraulic control systems offer a

.mber of unique advantages over conventional direct or con

inuous flow (c.f.) systems. These advantages make pulsating

low control particularly useful and desirable in certain

specific applications. These applications are related mainly

to the fields of high speed aeronautics and control at high

power levels within radioactively contaminated environments.

For example, p.f. hydraulics permits the simultaneous use of

two or three different hydraulic fluids within the same system.

This arrangement is designed to confine the effects of nuclear

irradiation or adverse temperature conditions to the appropri

ate sections of the hydraulic control system.

This report, then, describes the development and sub

sequent experimental analysis of a p.f. hydraulic servo

mechanism. This servomechanism was designed to operate at

pressures up to 3000 psi and control an inertial load of 96

pounds by means of a conventional linear actuator, an electro

hydraulic servovalve, and the usual additional closed loop

control apparatus.

The aim of the project was essentially to derive

fundamental information concerning the characteristics of this
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type of control, thus providing a sound basis for the future
- .

development of this work.

The initial aim has been achieved here and the
•

results obtained indicate that high pressure p.t. hydraulic
•

servos are feasible devices, and that in certain applications,

they do in fact offer unique advantages over the more con-

ventional type of direct flow systems. It is anticipated that •

the development of the laboratory prototype servo will be

continued, and that in the future, investigations will be per-
-.. -

formed on both an eXperimental and a theoretical basis .
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preamble

Recent technological advances in many industrial fields

and, in particular, the field of aviation, have created a need

for high performance hydraulic control systems, high perform-

ance here implying both high resolution and high power

capabilities. Frequently such a system is required to control

some integral, and hence vital, part of an industrial process

or perform critical attitude control functions in an aircraft.*

As a result of this demand, hydraulic control systems

over the past two or three decades have undergone extensive

development, and at the present time some considerable degree

of sophistication is inherent in most hydraulic control systems,

particularly those used in a modem aircraft. In the past decade,

with the advent of very high performance supersonic and hyper-

sonic missiles and airplanes, this rate of development has in-

creased sharply. At the present time a great deal of infor-

mation is available pertaining to the development of general

airplane control systems and in particular hydraulic airplane

*For the purposes of this introduction, most of the dis
cussion will be referred, in the first instance at least, to

aircraft systems and applications.

(
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(1 3)*control system.
- ,

As the performance requirements of

aircraft are increased, the requirements imposed upon in-

dividual subsystems are increased accordingly. Generally both

the primary and secondary attitude controls of a modern high

performance airplane are hydraulically activated. Due to the

nature of the function of the attitude controls, it is

necessary to locate these controls in the extremities of the

airplane, namely, in the wings and in the tail section. At

these locations in high performance vehicles, temperatures

(:due to skin fr iction and general power losses wi thin the

hydraulic system) can reach levels incompatible with the satis-

factory operation of the hydraulic control system. "State or

the art" techniques with conventional hydraulic control systems

have in recent years reached a ceiling for operation or about

500 degrees Fahrenheit.(S,6,7,8) This limit has been set as a

result of the adverse erfects of excessively high temperatures

on the system pump and seals, and by the tendency or convention-

al hydraulic rlui�s to break down rapidly at elevated tempera-

tures. Naturally these temperature errects are quite in-

*The superscripted numbers refer to the references in
the bibliography.

-----------------,
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desirable from the point of view of servo performance and

component life expectancy. Although most practical systems

are limited to temperatures up to 500 degrees Fahrenheit, ex-

trapo1ation of immediate aircraft requirements indicates that

operating temperatures in the range of 700 to 1200 degrees

Fahrenheit will be specified for future fluid power systems.

The feasibility of 1000 degree Fahrenheit systems has in fact

(Ie»already been established.

1.2 Transmission of Power by Pulsating Flow

In this project, a method of fluid power transmission

has been investigated which provides a suitable and a unique

solution to the problems encountered in conventional direct

flow hydraulic systems outlined in the preceding paragraphs.

Of the three methods of transmitting power, i.e. rotary,

linear, and vibratory, the latter has been traditionally least

used, particularly in the case of hydraulic power transmission.

Usually when flow and pressure pulsations are mentioned in

relation to a hydraulic control system, they are considered as

undesirable features and are generally to be avoided. Random

transient pressure peaks can be not only detrimental to system

(11)
performance, but can cause fatigue problems in the system

if their effects are not compensated for by careful system

design.(12) However, pressure and flow variations of a uniform

( \
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and cyclical nature can be accommodated in a hydraulic system

by correct design procedures. This, therefore, is the basis

of p.f. hydraulics: uniform and cyclical fluctuations of

pressure and flow within the power transmission fluid. If an

incremental volume of fluid is considered in the power trans

mission line of a pulsating flow hydraulic system, this volume

of fluid merely moves back and forth and the flow is thus

always bi-directional. It has been shown from earlier work(4)

that it is more efficient to transmit power in this manner

rather than in the c.f. (continuous flow) mode. It should be

mentioned here that this project essentially considers a novel

means of transmitting power, rather than a fundamentally

different type of hydraulic servomechanism.

1.3 An Analogy

A pulsating flow hydraulic system can be compared and

contrasted with a conventional direct flow system in much the

same way as an a-c electrical network can be compared with a

d-c electrical network. Frequently a theoretical or practical

problem in pulsating flow hydraulics can be most easily under-

stood by referring to an analogy between the hydraulic system

under consideration and an equivalent electrical network. For

example, in electrical circuit theory, voltage is the independ-

ent variable and current is a function of the circuit impedance.

_j_ ... _1
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However, in a hydraulic system the flow (analogous to current)

is the independent variable, and system pressure (analogous to

voltage) is dependent upon the resistance to flow within the

hydraulic conduit and valves, etc. Another important differ

ence is the finite mass of fluid within a given length of

hydraulic conduits. With alternating current electrical

systems, voltage increase o-r decrease is readily accomplished

in a transformer, this being a function of the number of turns

in the primary and secondary coils. In the case of p.f.

(pulsating flow) hydraulics, pressure transformation can be

accomplished so as to either increase or decrease the system

pressure. This transformation is a function of the areas of

the input and output ends of the transformer. Of course it is

possible to regulate pressure in a c.f. hydraulic system, but

the pressure can only be stepped down and the drop in pressure

is manifested by a straight power loss. The transformation of

pressure in a p.f. hydraulic system is accompanied by no in

herent power loss, except for a small loss due to the in

evitable frictional losses within the transformer itself.

Extending the analogy further, electric power can be

phased as a function of the position of the power generation

pick-offs. The same effect can be readily achieved in a p.f.

hydraulic system, although in this project, and in earlier
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work, asymmetrical phasing of the pulsating flow lines has not

been used. Theoretically, the number of phases in an a-c

electrical system is unlimited, and although the same applies

to a p.f. hydraulic system, a practical limit is set by the

allowable degree of complexity of the mechanical alternator

unit. Generally speaking, an optimum number of phases for both

a-c electrical and p.f. hydraulic systems has been found to be

three. It has been necessary for the purposes of this project

to use a two phase p.f. control system.

Two basic approaches can be adopted for the generation

of the pulsating flow. Firstly, there is the pure pulsating

system in which the mechanical energy of the prime mover is

used to generate the pulsating flow directly. This technique

gives rise to a constant flow hydraulic system. Secondly, it

is possible to generate the hydraulic power with a conventional

pressure compensated direct flow pump and then convert this

direct flow of hydraulic oil into pulsating flow by means of

some form of mechanical alternator. This is the approach that

has been adopted in this project.

Now it can be seen that basically all requirements for

synthesizing a hydraulic servo using pulsating flow power trans

mission concepts have been realized. A laboratory system has

been built according to the principles outlined in the preceding

f \
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paragraphs, and this servo has been tested extensively and has

been found to operate in the manner anticipated.

1.4 Earlier Work

Probably some of the earliest work on the transmission

of fluid power by vibratory means appears in the text of G.

Constantinesco's "Theory of Wave Transmission - A Treatise on

the Transmission �f Power by Vibration,,�13) This work is

related largely to the transmission of power in standing wave

systems, as opposed ,to pulsating flow systems with which this

project has been concerned.

Constantinesco's work was published in 1922, but since

then little research work appears to have been done in this

field. Until as recently as 1964, conventional continuous flow

hydraulic systems have been satisfactorily applied and this

perhaps accounts for the lack of research effort in the field

of p.f. hydraulics to date. However, with the advent of very

high performance aircraft and missiles, there is the tendency

to expose their control subsystems to extremes of temperature

and this has created a need for a radical change in the con

ception of the conventional hydraulic subsystem. It appears

that p.f. hydraulic systems are being chosen as suitable re

placements for fulfilling the more stringent requirements

imposed by the extreme conditions of operation.

I _1
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To date, most of the work on the aeronautical aspects

of p.f. hydraulics has been done in the United &tates.* Most

of this work has been devoted to developing the potential of

p.f. hydraulics for the purposes of extreme environment

applications. However, a considerable amount of work has been

done to assess the feasibility of replacing the conventional

hydraulic systems of medium performance supersonic aircraft

with p.f. hydraulic systems. The results of this work in most

applications has been affirmative. It appears that once the

reliability of components peculiar to p.f. systems has been

established in practice, these systems will become a standard

feature in a number of aircraft applications. The various

applications will be discussed in detail in later sections of

this report.

Judging from the literature available pertaining to p.f.

hydraulics, the majority of research work in this field has

been concerned with the application of p.f. hydraulics to air-

craft control systems. However, p.f. hydraulics can be

utilized in a number of industrial applications, and it is with

these applications that the remainder of the literature is

*Wright Air Development Center, Dayton, Ohio and

Republic Aviation Corp., Farmingdale, N. Y.

_j__
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concerned. (IS) Many industrial power transmission systems

require a reciprocating action as the final output motion and

it can be seen that, if it is possible to both generate and

utilize the hydraulic power directly in pulsating form, then

an efficient and compact power transmission system will be the

result. A typical application of this type of industrial

system would be in the fatigue testing of large structures.

The high thrust, high frequency capabilities of a p.f. system

would permit rapid accumulation of cycles for non-destructive

or destructive testing of all sizes of vehicles and equipment.

Generally it can be said that industrial applications of this

type are of a somewhat mundane and straightforward nature, and

have been worthy of little more than casual consideration in

this project.

1.S Purposes of the Project

This project was primarily initiated for the purpose of

establishing the feasibility of designing and building an

hydraulic servomechanism in which pulsating flow is utilized at

some stage of the power transmission train. This primary aim

has involved what is perhaps most accurately described as the

"conceptual design" of the p.f. hydraulic system. This means,

in effect, that p.f. hydraulic systems offer many alternative

system configurations, all of which have to be considered
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before the final system concept can be chosen.

In addition, to fulfill the requirements of the ex-

perimental section of this project, it was necessary to fabri-

cate a prototype p.f. hydraulic servomechanism. It was

planned that this part of the work would occupy the major

portion of the time allotted to this project. A significant

section of this report has therefore been devoted to describing

the efforts involved in synthesizing the control system and

rendering it fully operational.

Generally, it can be said that literature concerning

p.f. hydraulics has been made available only from sources in

the United States as has already been mentioned. Although this

literature has been helpful in its descriptive sections, little

quantitative information is given in these reports.' Con-

sequently a further objectiveaf this project has been to

accumulate both quantitative and qualitative information con-

cerning the performance of the prototype system built.

It should be mentioned at this point that the p.f.

hydraulic servo has been synthesized largely from components

and material available in the laboratory. Now that the first

stage of this project has been completed, it will be necessary

to make some significant modifications to certain critical

system components. These modifications should be made in the

\
I
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interests of obtaining a p.f. system with more satisfactory

performance and with more convenient practical operating

characteristics. Consequently, the collection of experimental

d�ta from these initial tests has been designed to provide a

basis of information upo� which the second phase of this project

can be built. Thus the experimental data derived from this

project, and presented in this report, should really be con-

sidered as being qualitative within the frame of reference of

the particular type of p.f. control system being investigated.

1.6 Conduct of the Investigations

The investigations with which �his report is concerned

involved three stages or areas. These were design, fabrication,

and experiment.

The first part involved the conceptual design of the

p.f. hydraulic system and the derivation of layout designs of

components peculiar to p.f. hydraulic systems. This first area,

together with the second part which is self explanatory,

occupied the majority of the time which was spent on this

project.

As mentioned in Section 1.5, the experimental work has

been designed to provide essentially qualitative information

concerning the operation of the 1aborato�y servo. Certain

aspects of the system operation have, through this initial
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phase of the project, been found to be unsatisfactory. That

is, they were unsatisfactory as far as a system intended for a

specific application in industry or aviation is concerned.

The experimental investigations have therefore been designed to

(a) facilitate the continuity of the next stage of this project,

namely, the development of a thoroughly practical system, and

(b) indicate aspects of p.f. hydraulics which in the future will

lend themselves to simultaneous investigation by both

theoretical and experimental methods.

(
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2. THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE PULSATING FLOW SYSTEM

2.1 Introductory Remarks

In the initial stages of this project the following

problems were posed, namely, the design, the fabrication, and

the experimental testing of a pulsating flow hydraulic control

system. In order to satisfy the first objective, a literature

survey and a feasibility study were conducted. This section of

the report is concerned mainly with the results of the survey

and study mentioned above.

The idea of pulsating flow is discussed in detail in

this section of the report. The concept of the laboratory

prototype system as a whole is considered and the concepts

affecting the design of individual system components peculiar

to p.f. hydraulics are discussed also. All design concepts,

both fruitful and otherwise, which have influenced the final

system configuration will be outlined. This is in order that

future system designs will benefit from the experience derived

from these initial investigations.

Pulsating flow control systems in general, together with

individual types of p.f. systems and their respective appli-

cations, are also discussed. The various types of control

systems and components are considered relative to each other.

This relative and critical appraisal is used to form a basis

I
.1
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for the reasoning behind the choice or one type of system, or

component, over another.

Usually, when the application of pulsating flow to

hydraulics is mentioned, it is referred to as "p.f.

hydraulics". At first sight this nomenclature may tend to be

misleading because within a line carrying pUlsating flow there

are, in addition to flow pulsations, uniform and cyclical

fluctuations of pressure. It can be seen that it would, in

fact, be quite legitimate to refer to pulsating flow systems

as pulsating pressure (p.p.) systems. However, it appears from

the literature that the former nomenclature has been adopted

for general use; therefore, the p.f. notation will be used

throughout this report to denote the general category of

hydraulic power transmission systems with which this project

has been concerned.

2.2 The Types of P.F. Hydraulic Systems

2.2.1 Standing Wave or Pulsating Flow

The preceding paragraph has provided a suitable intro

duction to the two fundamental types of p.r. hydraulic systems,

namely, standing wave and pulsating flow. In the "wave"

systems, the fluid fills a closed hydraulic line and a re

ciprocating pump generates pressure waves that travel back and

forth along the line. When the reflected wave from the output

1
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device at one end of the line is of the same magnitude and is

in phase with the incident pressure wave, a standing pressure

wave is established in the line. In effect, therefore, a

standing wave system can be considered as being a pulsating

pressure system rather than a p�lsating flow system. Figure 2.1

illustrates this type of system, and egn. (2.1)(16) expresses

the fundamental relationship describing the operation of a

standing wave system.

Unfortunately as far as power transmission is concerned,

standing wave systems suffer from the following disadvantage.

When required to operate at high power levels within con

figurations in which there are considerable load variations or

fluctuations in the properties of the hydraulic fluid (tempera

ture variations, etc.), the stability of the standing wave can

be adversely affected. It is for this reason that standing

wave systems have been found to be more suitable for control

signal transmission than for large power transfer.

It was concluded that it would be most appropriate to

initiate investigations into the type of hydraulic system in

which power is transmitted by the back and forth motion of the

entire mass of flUid within the hydraulic conduit. In this

type of system, variations of the load impedance and the fluid

properties have no fundamental effect on the efficiency with

( J
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which power is transmitted.

2.2.2 Pure Pulsating or Alternator System

The general class of p.f. systems mentioned previously

can be further subdivided into pure pulsating and alternator

systems. A pure pulsating system implies essentially that a

direct conversion is made from the mechanical energy of the

prime mover to hydrostatic energy in pulsating form. Although

an alternator system is similar in principle, the power train

sequence varies somewhat. Instead of energy of the prime

mover being converted directly to p.f. hydrostatic energy,

there is an intermediate stage in which the system flow is

continuous. The conversion from continuous to pulsating flow

is made by means of some form of alternating device.

(Alternators are discussed in Section 2.4.1).

Figure 2.2 illustrates schematically a simple pure

pulsating type of servo. In this system the pulsating flow is

generated by a piston reciprocating within a hydraulic cylinder.

This arrangement is commonly referred to as the pulsation

generator. The system illustrated is a single line (phase)

system in which the pulsating flow is rectified and then

(
�:"<:"'" "
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supplied to an electrohydraulic servovalve and a hydraulic

actuator. It should be mentioned at this point that, after

rectification, the flow of hydraulic fluid is continuous and

the servovalve - actuator configurations possible are entirely

conventional.

It can be seen from Figure 2.2 that the rectified flow

pattern, although continuous, is far from smooth. By utilizing

a multi-phase system, this problem could be eliminated. Even

with only three phases the rectified flow ripple is almost

negligible, and in practice the attenuation of rectified flow

and pressure ripples through the transmission lines is quite

considerable. If for some reason a single phase pulsating

system was mandatory, this would necessitate that the system

be of the pure pulsating type. This is because (as will be

explained in more detail in Section 2.4.1) hydraulic alternating

devices are usually suitable only for pulsating flow systems

with at least two phases.

A major disadvantage of using a pure pulsating system in

the form illustrated in Figure 2.2 is related to the problem of

pressure compensation in the pulsation generator. In a pure

pulsating system it is desirable to keep the flow demand of

the actuator fairly constant; otherwise,some form of pressure

compensation will be required at the system pump. It has been
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found(14) that this weight and design penalties incurred by a

pressure compensated pUlsation generator are heavy. Since it

Was anticipated that the flow demands of the servo would, in

fact, vary greatly under normal operating conditions, the

problem of pressure compensation provided sufficient incentive

for the abandonment of the idea of developing a prototype pure

pulsating servo.

If a miniaturized* p.f. system had been contemplated, it

would have been possible �o develop a suitable pressure compen-

sated pulsation generator in spite of the drawbacks outlined in

the previous paragraph. The pulsation generator would have been

essentially a conventional multi-cylinder, variable stroke,

hydraulic axial piston pump in which each cylinder delivered a

ional flow. However, if the output of each cylinder was isolated

flow varying sinusoidally with time. To produce the convention-

al c.f. output, the outputs from the individual cylinders are

merged within the pump structure to yield the final uni-direct-

.and delivered separately, the sinusoidal flow pattern would still

*Most piston pumps of a size acceptable for use in the
laboratory are only suitable for miniaturized systems. Usually
axial piston pumps have between five and nine cylinders and the

output of one cylinder of a one or two horsepower unit would only
be large enough to supply a miniaturized p.f. system using say
1/811 or 1-" o.d. tubing as opposed to the �tr o.d. tubing used in
this project.
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be maintained, and each cylinder would then generate one

phase of pulsating flow. Perhaps the most significant point

concerning this concept is that, since a conventional variable

delivery pump would be utilized, conventional pressure com-

pensation techniques could be used. This means that not only

could pressure compensation be conveniently achieved, but that

the feedback of information concerning the system supply pressure

could be taken from the most convenient point in the system.

It will be shown (Section 3) that varying load condi-

tions cause corresponding variations in the rectified system

pressure. This has indicated that it would be desirable to

provide an alternative point from which information used in

regulating the system pressure compensator could be taken. At

the present time, the pump pressure compensator* utilizes the

value of system pressure immediately downstream of the pump to

activate the compensation mechanism.

2.2.3 Multi-Phase Systems

Theoretically there is no limit to the number of phases

that can be used in a p.f. system; however, in practice the

number of phases appears to have been limited to three.(17}

Although Figure 2.2 shows a single phase pure pulsating flow

*The hydraulic power supply available in the laboratory
is described in Appendix A •

..��-
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system, a multi-phase system could easily have been substi-

tuted.

It is difficult to arbitrarily assign an order-of-im-

portance to the list of salient points affecting the decision

on the number of phases that should be used for a p.f. system.

However, once the specific application is known for which the

p.f. system is intended, an order of importance can be

formulated more easily. For example, in an aircraft attitude

control system, or any aircraft subsystem for that matter, the

overall weight and reliability of a p.f. system would probably

be equally as important as the system efficiency. In this

particular project, neither weight, reliability, or efficiency

was of any critical importance (at least initially). Generally,

it can be said that it was important to determine the probable

effect on the overall system performance of using one, two, or

three phases.

From the functional standpoint, the effect of using

several phases is to give a relatively smooth rectified flow

pattern. It can be seen from Figure 2.2 that half N6\A.e

rectification is all that can be achieved with a single phase

system. It will be shown later that the addition of the

smoothing accumulator to the c.f. high pressure line (shown in

Figure 2.2) does, in fact, smoothen out the flow ripple in the

-�---

-----'\
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waveform considerably. In spite of this modification, the

output motion of the controlled actuator would inevitably be

jerky.

Alternatively, a system with two phases yields a full

wave rectified flow pattern. It has been found that within

certain ranges of pulsation frequency, the addition of a high

pressure accumulaxor to the system can result in almost ripple

free rectified flow and pressure patterns, with corresponding

smooth actuator motion. Further, it follows that a system

using three or more phases can be considered as being

virtually ripple free, with or without a smoothing accumulator

in the high pressure c.f. line. A significant point in-

fluencing the design of all practical p.f. systems is the

effect of the number of phases on the level of system vibra-

tion. Of course the level of vibration of a p.f. system is not

simply related to the number of phases used, but is also a

function of a number of other systems parameters.

It is well known that the weight of an individual sub-

system within any aircraft is of significant importance in

determining the overall usefulness of that particular subsystem.
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The number of phases in any given p.f. control system plays an

important part in determining the overall system weight. Al-

though at first sight it would seem that a multi-phase system

would be heavier and more bulky than the corresponding single

phase system, this is not usually the case. Comparing the

number of components and length of transmission line required

for a three phase p.f. system with the require�ents for a

double or a single phase system, it would appear that the

former would be the greatest in terms of weight. However, for

any given actuator flow, the part of the total flow carried by

each individual phase is approximately inversely pro�ortional

to the number of phases employed. Because the flow in a given

line is lowest for a three phase system, smaller diameter tubing

can be used while simultaneously holding fluid velocities below

the general acceptable level of 15 feet/sec.* Table 2.1

illustrates some typical values of average and peak flows, and

conduit wall thickness and diameter for one, two, and three

phase p.i. systems.

A point .concerning the reduction of tube wall thickness

with increase of the number of phases should be mentioned here.

*In practice, fluid velocities significantly above 15

ft/sec. have been found to give rise to unnecessarily high line
pressure losses.

_ .._._----
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TABLE 2.1

TYPICAL P.F. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS*

Average Peak Total

Flow/Line Flow/Line T. D. WT/FT

SinS! Ie �
10 31.4 .095 in .748 in .918 lb

Two Lines

5 15.7 .058 in .625 in .702 lb

Three Lines

3.33 10.45 .028 in .500 in .522 lb

Values are calculated for a total rectified flow of 10 G.P.M.

A peak line pressure of 4000 psi is assumed and a safety

factor of 4 assumed for calculating wall thickness (T). Tube

diameter (0) is calculated on basis of a rectified flow being

limited to 15 ft/sec.

� Page 8, Reference 14.
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A s�ngle phase, as opposed to a multi-phase system, would al-

most invariably be of the pure pulsating type. The reasons

for this conclusion were outlined in Section 2.2.2. This means

that the pressure pattern for a single phase system is

,.,_ ....._ ..

sinusoidal as opposed to being of square wave form as is the

case with alternator systems. The problem of estimating the

peak pressure, and hence the tube wall thickness, for any given

average pressure level in the c.f. lines is therefore different

for the two cases.

In view of the lower flow rates in the individual

phases of multi-phase systems, components peculiar to p.f.

systems are subjected to substantial reductions in size and

therefore weight. Unlike a conventional hydraulic control

system in which the capacity of the system pump is selected

according to the flow requirements of the servovalve and

Finally, the decision concerning the optimum number of

actuator, the capacity of the pump or pulsation generator in a

p.f. system is dictated by the peak flow in the p.f. lines.

By referring to Table 2.1, it can be seen that pump capacity is

also inversely proportional to the number of phases.

phases that should be used (for an alternator system at least)

must be based upon the type of alternatqr either available or

required. Naturally the complexity of the system alternator

l\__�A��.-"""�J� �
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depends upon the number of phases it is required to generate.

The number of phases used in the laboratory prototype system

was determined largely by the availability of a suitable

alternator. The alternator used was essentially a four-way

electrohydraulic servovalve generating two phase pulsating

flow.

2.3 Alternator P.F. Systems

Systems based on the hydraulic alternator principle can

usually be categorized according to the type of alternator

used or the power train sequence that exists. Some of the more

elementary types of p.f. systems, excluding pure pulsating

systems (which will not be considered further) use the follow-

ing power train sequence: prime mover - continuous flow -

alternator - pulsating flow - actuator. This type of system is

shown in block diagram form in Figure 2.3 and schematically in

use two phase pulsating flow. This is a consequence of the

Figure 2.4(i). It can be seen that all of these configurations

fact that a continuous reciprocating action is usually desired

at the output for this type of system, so that the p.f. lines

are each connected to one of the two actuator supply ports.

Also, the types of alternators used are four-way valves per-

mitting two phase p.t. only. Although linear actuators are

illustrated in Figure 2 .4{ i), there is no reason why rotary
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actuators (hydraulic motors) could not have been substituted.

Systems which are limited to a continuous reciprocating out-

put are mainly useful onlY,in industrial applications as, for

example, with fatigue testing of sections of an airplane

fuselage or some other structure.

To achieve directional control of the actuator, as is

necessary for a conventional servomechanism, it is necessary to

modify the power train sequence by adding a hydraulic rectifier.

The rectifier reconverts the pulsating flow to continupus flow,

and facilitates the use of a conventional servovalve-actuator

arrangement which can be operated in either _the closed or the

open loop mode.

2.4 P.F. System Components

Generally, a p.f. system can use components which have

been designed for use in entirely conventional c.f. hydraulic

systems. Fundamentally, a p.f. system has two components which

are peculiar to p.f. systems alone, namely, an alternator valve

and a hydraulic rectifier. The rectifier (which converts

pulsating flow to continuous flow) can be fabricated using

conventional hydraulic components (in this case hydraulic check

valves) and its design is virtually independent of the number

of phases proposed for any particular p.f. system. However;

the design of the alternator depends significantly on the proposed

.•..." .."'�>
..
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number of phases. These two components will be discussed in

the ensuing sections.

2.4.1 The Hydraulic Alternator

Hydraulic alternator serves the opposite purpose of &

hydraulic rectifier. It can be defined as being a device

(either mechanical,electro-mechanical, or hydro-mechanical)

which converts c.f. hydrostatic energy to p.f. hydrostatic

energy.

Although alternators designed specifically for p.f.

hydraulic systems are commercially unavailable, a number of

commercial valves are in fact available which are suitable for

use in p.f. systems as alternators. Unfortunately, these valves

are unsuitable, in standard configurations at least, for use in

p.f. systems having more than two phases. It has been found

that alternators suitable for generating three or more phases

are commercially unavailable, and that these units therefore

require independent design and fabrication efforts.

Valves suitable for use in single and double phase

systems will be discussed first. Single phase systems, as has

been mentioned in Section 2.2.2, are commonly of the pure

pulsating type. The literature available concerning p.f.

hydraulics does not reveal the existence of any single phase

system using an alternating device. However, it appears

\
I
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feasible to use a three-way spool valve quite effectively in

the role of an alternator for a single phase p.f. system.

Figure 2.4(ii) illustrates a typical three-way spool valve

included in a single phase p.f. system. It can be seen that,

although the p.f. flow curve remains sinusoidal, the p.f.

pressure curve is now a square wave as opposed to a sine wave

for the single phase pure pulsating system illustrated in

Figure 2.2. It must be mentioned that, unlike four-way spool

valve�, three-way valves tend to be somewhat asymmetrical in

operation so that the flow curve illustrated in Figure 2.4(ii)

must be considered as being only qualitative. The practical

curve would depend entirely on the internal valve configuration

and on the mode of spool excitation.

Hydraulic valves suitable for generating two phase

pulsating flow are readily available, the most obvious example

being a four-way spool valve. The only fundamental difference

between the four-way and the three-way· spool valve is that two

actuator ports are associated with the former as opposed to a

single actuator port for the latter. Four-way valves can

usually be placed in one of the two following general categories:

(a) single stage valves, or (b) two-stage electrohydraulic

valves. Three single stage, four-way valves are illustrated in

Figure 2.4(i) in simple p.f. configurations. All three valves
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are identical apart from the means of exciting the valve

spool.

Figure 2.4(i)(a) shows a solenoid operated valve which

gives an output frequency equal to the frequency of the

signal energizing the solenoid. A suitable method of excita

tion for such a system would be a relay driven by a sinusoid,

or more logically, a square ,wav£� derived from a function

generator.

Figure 2.4(i}(b) illustrates a novel method of genera

ting pulsating flow. In this case the valve spool is actuated

and caused to oscillate by the feedback of information.from the

two p.f. lines. The output frequency would depend on the delays

associated with the two pilot lines, and the valve arrangement

could be considered as being fundamentally unstable. It is

unlikely that such an arrangement would be suitable for high

frequencies of oscillation, and it is probable that the general

operating characteristics would be adversely affected by the

level of 'pressure f-l.uctuations within the p.f. lines and also

by any fluctuations in load flow demand. However, due to the

partial elimination of the auxiliary mechanical and electrical

control components, the simplicity and reliability of this

principle would probably outweigh the other speculative dis

advan�ages� This would be true as far as industrial, and in
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particular, aircraft applications are concerned. It would be

interesting to consider a means of controlling the pulsation

frequency of an arrangement similar to that shown in Figure

2.4(l)(b) by employing fluidic devices.

Finally, Figure 2.4(i)(c) illustrates a four-way, single

stage valve in which the spool is excited by a hydraulic motor

through a suitable mechanical linkage. The arrangement is

similar to that of Figure 2.4(i)(b) in so far as the power which

activates the valve spool is supplied from the hydraulic circuit

itself. This means that a level of inherent reliability is

established because of the homogeneous nature of the power

transmission system.

The second category of four-way valves suitable for two

phase flow includes all electrohydraulic servovalves. These

valves are commonly used to control either linear or rotary

In addition, a third type of alternator was considered.

actuators in high performance closed loop servo-systems. A

typical electrohydraulic servovalve will be illustrated, and

its principle of operation described, in a later section of this

report.

It is essentially a rotary cycling valve in which the main

elements are a rotor and a stator. High pressure fQuid is

conducted axially through the valve and then distributed

_L;_ _jt.·._.�_J � _J
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alternately to the stator ports by the cycling rotor. With

this type or valve the number of p.f. phases is determined by

the number of stator ports, and the frequency of pulsation

is determined by the angular speed of the valve rotor. Figure

2.5 shows a typical rotary type of alternator valve capable of

generating three phase :pulsating flow.

The design of the valves shown in Figure 2.5 is such

that it permits the number of system phases to be varied almost

at will by simply replacing the demountable rotor and stator

plates with others or different porting geometry. Not only do

the demountable rotor and stator plates permit the number of

system phases to be changed relatively easily, but it is also

possible to use plates of different materials suitable for use

with various hydraulic fluids over a range of operating

temperatures.

So far in this report it has been implied that the

waveform of the flow within a p.f. line is always sinusoidal;

however, sinusoidal flow with a rotary cycling valve is more the

exception than the rule. The exact waveform depends largely

on the shapes of the rotor and stator ports. Consequently, the

analysis of a p.r. system is much more complicated if the p.f.

waveform is other than sinusoidal. Therefore it is desirable

to be able to determine empirically port shapes suitable for

\ �J _
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generating sinusoidal flow. Because of the demountable rotor

and stator plates, it is convenient to make the necessary

tests and then modify the porting configuration accordingly.

There are several rotary alternator designs available for p.f.

systems, but since each design is basically similar in principle

to the valve illustrated in Figure 2.5, these alternative

designs will not be considered here.

Although it appears from the literature available that

a three phase system gives optimum performance, the effort in-

volved in fabricating a component as critical in design and

manufacture as a three phase rotary alternator was not felt to

be fully justified for these initial investigations.* There-

fore, the choice of a suitable alternator unit rested between

the single stage solenoid valve and the electrohydraulic

servovalve configuration outlined earlier. Both types of valves

were available with suitable flow ratings. Of course the

operating characteristics of the two valves were quite different.

For example, the solenoid valve operates in an on-off mode

whereas the electrohydraulic four-way valve delivers a flow which

is proportional to the valve excitation voltage. This means

*A three phase rotary alternator is at present being
designed.

�t........_J� __
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that, for the solenoid valve, both the p.f. flow curve and the

pressure curve would approximate square waves. Also, the

pressure drop and frequency response associated with each

valve vary significantly. It was decided, therefore, to run

a series of tests to determine which valve would be most

suitable for the application intended. The results of these

tests are presented in Section 3.1.1.

2.4.2 The Hydraulic Rectifier

The concept of the overall p.f. system called for the

system hydraulic actuator to be controlled by a conventional

electrohydraulic servovalve. This type of valve has been

designed for use in c.f. hydraulic systems and is unsuitable

for regulating pulsating flow. To make the p.f. system

compatible with a conventional servovalve-actuator, it was

essential that some device capable of converting pulsating flow

into continuous flow be incorporated into the system. A

typical device utilizes hydraulic check valves to achieve

rectification and is known as an hydraulic rectifier. Unlike

the mechanical rectifier, which will be described shortly, the

hydraulic rectifier exists in only one configuration. Figure

2.6 illustrates the layout of a two phase hydraulic rectifier

together with its electrical counterpart, the full-wave bridge

rectifier. It can be seen that the diode is the electrical

\
i
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equivalent of the hydraulic check valve.

For each phase of pulsating flow, two check valves are

required. It can be seen that, unlike the alternator valve,

the design of a rectifier is not complicated by increasing

the number of phases and it is simply necessary to manifold

the appropriate number of check valves and provide suitable

hydraulic connections.

A possible means of rectifying pulsating flow mechani-

cally is shown schematically in Figure 2.7. This method,

however, excludes the use of a conventional electrohydraulic

servovalve for which both useful theory has been developed and

considerable practical experience has been accumulated. Al-

though limited to rotary actuation, the idea presents a number

of interesting possibilities for future p.f. systems. Funda-

mentally such a design eliminates the system rectifier as such.

In aircraft applications this would indicate a saving in weight

and improved reliability. Although Figure 2.7 shows a radial

motor, any motor configuration using three evenly phased

cylinders would be suitable. Assuming that the particular

motor is supplied with pulsating flow of a fixed flow amplitude,

the motor can be considered as being synchronous with the motor

speed being equal to the pulsation frequency. Such a system

would provide a constant speed drive with motor power varying

with torque •

•b_.__J...... _
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Figure 2.6 shows a scheme by which two phase pulsating

flow is rectified and then supp�ied to a single servovalve

and actuator. Figure 2.8(i)shows a layout in which each phase

is rectified individually and then supplied to a separate

servovalve and actuator. Since the alternator valve in any

p.f. system meters the flow in small pulses, it can be seen

that the mot ion of the two actuator s in Figure 2. 8(iJwould, for

practical purposes, be identical at all times. This assumes

that the two servovalves respond identically to a given common

command signal. However, this is not always the case and

hence it is probable that such a system would require either a

dual flow control valve or two individual valves operating in

tandem as shown in Figure 2.8(;). In aircraft hydraulic systems

where two or more actuators can sometimes be used to operate

a single attitude control surface, actuator synchronization is

essential to avoid subjecting sections of the airframe to

racking moments and loads. Traditionally, this problem has

been solved by relatively cumbersome mechanical means, since

conventional flow dividing devices are rarely sufficiently

precise for this type of application. However, it can be seen

that a p.f. hydraulic control system could provide a suitable

solution to this problem.

Figure 2. 8(i)also shows an accumulator added to each return

'i
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line. Strictly speaking, this procedure is unnecessary in a

conventional multi-phase system; however, since the system

shown in Figure 2.8(i)has effectively two single phases, the

positive and negative flow pulses in a given line will be in

phase. Normally a phase difference of 1800 is required, and

therefore the introduction of small return accumulators is

necessary to absorb the return flow from the actuator when the

p.t. line carries a positive flow pulse. It should be mentioned

here that an intrinsic characteristic of such a configuration

would be a jerky actuator movement resulting from the rectified

flow pattern. Such a pattern is shown in Figure 2.2.

2.4.3 Hydraulic Transformers

It is expected that p.f. hydraulic control will eventua-

lly find suitable standard applications in the fields of high

speed aeronautics and control within radioactivity contaminated

environments. A unique characteristic of p.f. systems that

makes their use in the fields mentioned above particularly

desirable is their ability to utilize several fluids simultan-

eously within the same system. This arrangement is designed to

confine the effects of adverse temperature conditions or nuclear

irradiation to those sections of the control system which can

be designed to withstand these conditions.

The device which permits the simultaneous use of several

.,."..��)�-----
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fluids is known as a hydraulic transformer. Figure 2.8(ii)

is schematic illustration of one type of transformer. Con

ceptually, this particular transformer is identical to a

linear hydraulic actuator. In fact the design specifications

for this transformer vary only slightly from those for a

linear actuator. In a p.f. system the transformers are located

at convenient points in each pulsating line and connections

are made at the pulsating ports (a) and (b). Provided that the

transformers are dimensioned according to the amplitude of

flow pulsations expected in a given p.f. line, the transformer

pistons will oscillate sinusoidally about a mean position with

a frequency equal to the pulsation frequency. It can be readily

seen that the transformer pistons completely separate the

hydraulic fluid upstream of the units from the fluid down

stream except for a small leakage flow across the piston

dynamic seals. However, small design modifications can easily

be embodied in this type of transformer to eliminate contamina

tion of either fluid by leakage across dynamic seals. Although

it was felt that the prototype p.f. system should basically be

suitable for use with more than a single fluid, it was anti

cipated that only one fluid would actually be used in the

system. The design of the transformer was therefore kept as

simple as possible, and the problem of transformer leakage was
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ignored.

The number of fluids which can be used in a p.f. system

is equal to the number of transformers in any given p.f. line

plus one. In practice, not more than three fluids have ever

been used.(14,17) Multi-fluid systems are discussed in detail

in refs. (IO,14), but the potential of the transformer as a

fluid separator can be appreciated more fully if it is mention

ed here that the hydraulic transformer facilitates the uses

of liquid metal fluids in p.f. systems. The properties of a

common liquid metal hydraulic fluid (Na K77) are such that

f+uid temperatures of up to IOOOoF can be tolerated without

causing the hydraulic fluid to break down.

The hydraulic transformer, in addition to acting as a

fluid separator, is able to either step up or step down the

pressure within a particular p.f. line. The name of this unit

is really a consequence of the latter function, but it has

been found(17) that the transformer is, in fact, more useful

in the former role. The ratio of pressures on either side of a

piston transformer is inversely proportional to the ratio of

the areas of the piston ends, and the ratio of pulsating flow

amplitudes on eitherlside is directly proportional to the

piston areas (that is, ignoring frictional losses between a

piston and its guide which causes an inevitable power loss

_-----_._ --
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across the unit).

A pressure trans£ormer makes a dual pressure. system a

reality. Provided that the £low requirements o£ the convention

al part o£ the hydraulic system are satis£ied, the pressure in

the section o£ the E'£� system upstream o£ the trans£ormer can

be varied almost at Will. The controlling parameter is the

area ratio between the ends o£ the trans£ormer piston. The

most obvious example o£ the use£ulness o£ a dual pressure system

is related to the main system pump operating pressure. A

transformer that steps up the system pressure enables the

system pump to be operated at a signi£icantly lower pressure

than that normally required to. supply the hydraulic servo. The

determines exactly how much lower the

Two £urther types o£ hydraulic trans£ormers are illus

Figure 2.9(a) sho�s a diaphragm type

sformer in which the two £luids in a p.£. line are separated

o flexible diaphragms. Although theoretically a single

double diaphragm design acts as a

feature ensuring continued :flui9 separation should one

and £ail. The diaphragm type trans£ormer acts

a fluid separator and pressure trans£ormation is not

However, i£ absolute £luid separation, together with
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pressure transformation, was a system requirement, it would be

possible to enclose within the same housing a diaphragm type

and a piston type transformer arranged in tandem.

A third type of transformer is illustrated in Figure

2.9{b). It is a bellows type of transformer in which either

fluid separation or pressure transformation, or both, is

possible according to the particular design. The transformer

shown is useful for fluid separation alone.

Bellows and notably piston types of transformers are

capable of delivering adequate flows without resorting to

multiple or excessively large units as would sometimes be the

case with diaphragm types. Although a diaphragm transformer

presents fewer fabrication problems (because of the absence of

dynamic seals), uncertainties concerning the specifications for

a suitable diaphragm precluded the possibility of adopting

this particular design. Similarly, the apparent unavailability

of a suitable bellows precluded a design of the bellows type.

For the purpose of this project, then, the development

of a piston transformer,with pressure transformation capa-

bilities, was initiated.

2.4.4 Fluid Compensation

In practice, a number of problems are encountered once

transformers are included in a p.f. system. The problems are

\
I
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related mainly to two factors: (a) thermal expansion of the

closed volume of fluid downstream of the transformers, and (b)

leakage from this same volume of fluid.

Volume variations of the fluid downstream of the trans-

formers, due to either thermal expansion or fluid leakage,

can cause the mean position of oscillation of each transformer

piston to drift. The drift eventually causes one of the trans-

former pistons to bottom against one end of its housing. Which

end it is depends upon whether leakage predominates over thermal

expansion or vice versa; other factors are significant, but

will be discussed in Section 4. This bottoming effect is

undesirable since with both pistons bottomed (for a two phase

system) there will be no flow in the system.

To alleviate the problem of transformer piston drift it

is necessary to provide some means of ensuring that the volume

of fluid downstream of each transformer remains sensibly con-

stant. Two schemes were considered as a means of effecting

fluid compensation. The first possibility was a self-compen-

sating system providing compensating fluid from an integral

system resevoir. For a rigorously practical application of

p.f. hydraulics, this type of scheme would be almost essential.

The alternative was an externally compensated system utilizing

fluid provided by the system (c.f.) generator .

. ,;<�..���'l>I,.:.-
.. "�
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For a two phase, three fluid system, four transformers

and three fluid volume control units would be required. For

a two phase, double or single fluid system, only two trans-

formers and a single fluid compensator unit would be needed.

The location of the fluid compensation unit for a two phase,

single fluid p.f. system is directly downstream of the pressure

transformers. For ease of fabrication, it was decided that for

the purposes of these initial investigations a single external

fluid volume compensator would be adequate, and that a suitable

method of compensator control could only be ascertained ex-

perimentally.

2.5 Conventional Hydraulic Equipment

The problem of selecting conventional hydraulic com-

ponents for the p.f. system was reduced essentially to selec-

ting a suitable actuator and a suitable servovalve. A four-way

electrohydraulic servovalve was available in the laboratory

with a flow range compatible with the anticipated system flow

rates, and was therefore used.

The actuator is the output member of the hydraulic servo

system. It delivers power,torque, or force,to the system load

as modulated by the servovalve. Actuators are either rotary

motors or hydraulic pistons that produce linear motion. Rotary
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motors have greater internal friction and lower torque to

inertia ratios than do comparably rated linear actuators.

Since actuator friction decreases the sensivity of any servo-

system and narrows the system bandwidth, a linear actuator

was selected as a suitable output device in preference to a

rotary motor.

2.6 The Overall Conceptual System

A basis for the selection of a suitable overall pulsa-

ting flow hydraulic control system has been presented in

Sections 2.1 through 2.5. The final system concept can now be

illustrated as in Figure 2.10.

In this system hydrostatic energy is generated by a

pressure compensated, axial piston pump. A continuous flow of

high pressure oil is then supplied to a two stage, four-way

electrohydraulic servovalve alternator which generates two

phases of pulsating flow. One piston type pressure transformer

(fluid separator) is included in each pulsating line, thus

isolating system (a) from system (b). The two phase pulsating

flow is rectified hydraulically and then used to supply a con-

ventional hydraulic servo consisting of an electrohydraulic

servovalve controlling a linear actuator. The high pressure

(C.f.) downstream of the rectifier is smoothened by accumulator

1 and the system return pressure is maintained by accumulator 2.

\ """""';'-....!-J _
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Details of the p.f. system in Figure 2.10 and of the

components used are presented in the next section of this

thesis.

57.
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROTOTYPE P.F. CONTROL SYSTEM

3.1 P.F. Hydraulic Components

The hydraulic components peculiar to p.i,.. hydraulic

systems that have been designed and fabricated in this project

are considered in this section of the report. These components

are namely the alternator, the hydraulic rectifier, and the

pressure transformers.

3.1.1 The Hydraulic Alternator

As was mentioned in Section 2.4.1, two alternative

hydraulic alternators were available, namely, a solenoid

operated four-way spool valve and an electrohydraulic two-stage,

four-way servovalve. Both types of valve were tested in a

prototype p.f. system. As a result of these tests, the electro

hydraulic servovalve was selected as being the valve most

likely to be compatible with the requirements of the prototype

p.f. system.

3.1.1.1 The Solenoid Valve

The control valve tested was a Denison Model DIO-02l-

353CK, i inch, four-way, closed centre spool valve. The valve

specifications were as follows:

--�----.-
.-
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1. Flow-SUSGPM at 90 psi pressure drop for oil viscosity
300 SSU at 100°F.

2. Operating Pressure - 3000 psi

3. Actuated by two A.C. (115 V) solenoids at 3 amperes.

Figure 3.1 shows the results of a closed loop frequency

response test on the solenoid valve, and Figure 3.2 shows the

manufacturer's flow-pressure curves for this valve. It can be

seen that the pressure drops associated with this valve (due to

generous porting dimensions) are small relative to the anti-

cipated supply pressure of between 2000-3000 psi.

The operation of this valve, then, is characterized by

the low pressure drops illustrated in Figure 3.2 and a low

system bandwidth (less than 5 cps as shown in Figure 3.1). The

exact figure for the bandwidth depends on the mass of fluid

in the actuator lines, the level of system damping, and oil

temperature. Compared with the bandwidth (see Figure 3.3) of

the electrohydraulic servovalve illustrated in Figure 3.4 and

described in the section to follow, the bandwidth of the

solenoid valve is extremely low. A primary purpose of the ex-

perimental section of this project was to optimize the pulsation

frequency in the range zero to approximately thirty cps. It

was concluded, therefore, that a valve and controller with the

bandwidth associated with the Denison solenoid valve would

severly limit pulsation frequency optimization studies. It
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was decided that in spite of the solenoid valve's favourable

pressure drop characteristics, this type of valve should be

avoided at least initially.

3.1.1.2 The Electrohydraulic Servovalve.

The valve available for use as an alternator was a Moog,

Model 504, flow control servovalve rated at 10 USGPM. A

schematic of this valve is shown in Figure 3.4.

This valve is a two-stage device. The first stage is a

flapper-nozzle hydraulic preamplifier. A differential pressure

proportional to the torque. motor current is produced by the

subsequent location of the torque motor armature (flapper) be

tween the first stage nozzles. The two nozzles are supplied

with oil from the main supply line. A single restrictor is

located upstream of each nozzle to control the pressure applied

to the nozzles. The differential pressure produced is applied

to the ends of the second stage spool. Displacement of the

second stage spool is made proportional to the motor current by

using centering springs on this main spool. The design of the

valve is such that, theoretically, the flow through the valve is

proportional to the torque motor current and is independent of

the pressure drop across the valve. The former aim is achieved

for small input signals; however, flow independent of pressure

drop is not a feature of this valve. It is to be noted that this

\ a......-I;.J_J _
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valve does have a bandwidth compatible with the design concept

of a pulsation frequency range of between zero and thirty cps.

Figure 3.5 shows the pressure flow curves for the Moog

valve (broken line). Unfortunately, the pressure drops

associated with this type of valve for useful flows are high.

However, h spite of the high power losses, the favourable fre

quency response of the unit was significant in establishing its

usefulness in these initial investigations. Although of

secondary importance, it should be pointed out that the noise

and vibration levels associated with the operation of the

solenoid valve, at pressures above 500 psi, were found to be

excessively high compared to the levels associated with the

Moog valve.

To maintain a useful flow of oil through a Moog valve,

pressure drops of several hundred psi are inevitable. Since

it is necessary to force hydraulic oil through a Moog valve in

both the forward and the return directions� it can be seen that

for any given valve input signal and flow, the total valve

pressure drop would be quite significant as indicated by the valve

pressure-flow characteristics shown in Figure 3.5.

In an attempt to improve this situation somewhat, it was

decided to connect two similar Moog valves in parallel and to

excite these valves with the same driving signal. Figure 3.5
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shows the single valve static flow curves superimposed on the

static flow curves for the dual alternator. Figure 3.�)shows

a photograph of the system alternator. The alternator has two

identical (Model 504, Series lSI and 153) Moog valves connected

in parallel by means of a suitably machined manifold. The

alternator static flow curves will be discussed in more detail

in Section 4 of this thesis.

Two possibilities for the alternator excitation waveform

were considered, namely, sinusoidal and square wave. It was

thought that if the valve was operated in a square wave mode, then

for a given amplitude of input signal, higher system flows

would be available than for a sinusoidal flow waveform. In the

si�idal mode, only the average flow is available. Also, in

the case of a square wave flow pattern, the rectified flow would

theoretically be perfectly steady. On the other hand, a full

wave rectified sinusoid would require ripple filtering accu-

mulators. However, tests showed that the Moog valve, when

operated in a square wave mode, gave rise to severe flow

pulsations which threaten�d to damage the rectifier check valves.

Also,significant, and of course undesirable, line vibration

occurred in the square wave mode. When operated in the more

conventional sinusoidal mode, all of the effects mentioned

above were reduced to acceptable levels.

\
I
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3.1.2 The Hydraulic Rectifier

The principle of operation of the hydraulic rectifier

used in this project has been outlined in Section 2. The

problem was to rectify two phases of p�lsating flow and hence

provide a single source of c.f. high pressure flow. Figure

2.6 shows schematically how rectification was achieved. Some

basic characteristics of the fundamental components of the

rectifier (the check valves shown schematically in Figure 3.6tii»

are discussed initially.

The ideal force compensated check valve has a characteri-

stic similar to that shown in Figure 3.7. Without force com-

pensation, the pressure drop across the check valve (resulting

from a change of flow momentum) increases as the flow rate in

creases.(2l) Figure 3.7 also shows the flow-pressure curve for

a sample check valve used Ln.: this project. Ideally, the

rectified waveform for a two phase (p.f.) system would be a

fully rectified sinusoid. However, the non-ideal characteristics

of the individual check valves are bound to distort the actual

rectified waveform from the true full wave rectified pattern.

This effect, although its existence is acknowledged, was not

investigated experimentally.

The requirements imposed upon the rectifier check valve

are quite severe. At an average pulsation frequency of only

\
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10 cps, each check valve accumulates cycles at a rate of

36,000 every operating hour, and it has been found* that the

rate of pressure rise within the pulsating lines can be as

high as 100,000 psi/sec. The negative flow pulse check valves

(numbers 3 and 4 in Figure 2.6) must be able to withstand these

continuous rlow and pressure shocks without the assistance or

smoothing accumulators; hence, it was necessary to select

appropriate system check valves with considerable care.

Basically there are two types of check valves, i.e.

pilot operated and non-pilot operated. The pilot operated

valves are particularly userul when they are to be maintained

in an open or closed position according to a "pilot" signal

from an isolated section or the hydraulic system. In this pro-

ject, information determining the state or the check valve was

derived directly from the line in which the check valve was

located. Thus pilot operation was unnecessary and indeed un-

desirable.

Non-pilot operated check valves can be subdivided into

two fairly general categories, namely, edge and race seating

valves. Referr ing to Figure 3. 6(tll, both type (a) and (b) valves

have edge seats. These valves were considered to be unsuitable

*From experimental results presented in Section 4.

\
I \
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r use in the rectifier contemplated because of the high

obability of premature wear at the valve seat. Valve (c)

known as a face seating valve. Although this type of valve

Ipears to be commercially unavailable, it does offer a number

, advantages over the cone or ball type of valve. Firstly,

1e cyclic life of the unit would be far in excess of that

Lther for the baIlor cone edge seQting valves. Secondly, it

Juld be possible to keep the mass of the face seating poppet

omewhat lower than for a baIlor cone poppet, particularly

he ball poppet.(14) This means that not only can the poppet

.nd restraining spring frequency response be improved, but that

:he natural frequency of the link can be revised to a point out-

;ide the useful range of pulsation frequencies. This would

�liminate the possibility of internal leakage due to the poppet

lot seating firmly between pulses.

The check valves ultimately chosen were in effect a

:ompromise between the edge and face se�ting types. These

valves were manufactured by Parker (Aircraft Division), and a

typical valve is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.8. The

valves, although fundamentally in-line cone valves, had a small

face seat. They performed satisfactorily in practice in spite

of slightbrinelling of the valve seats noticed after the com-

pletion of system testing.

\,
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A disadvantage of a face seating valve arises from the

inevitable hydraulic unbalance across the valve. The hydraulic

unbalance results in a loss or fluid dynamic pressure. Apart

from minor dynamic effects, there is no hydraulic unbalance

across an edge seating valve.

The assembled rectifier unit is shown in Figure 3.9.

The four check valves were mounted on a manifold block in order

to eliminate numerous unnecessary hydraulic connections, and

also to lend a degree of rigidity to the unit. For convenience,

pressure transducer connections were provided as an integral

part of the rectifier. (The c.f. supply and return pressure

monitoring transducers can be seen in the bottom right hand

corner of Figure 3.9.) The two pulsating flow inlets are

located at the extreme top of the unit and the c.f. ports are

located at the back of the unit. The return port can first be

seen to the left of the manifold.

3.1.3 Transformer Development

Piston type transformers were selected as being most

suitable for use in this project. The reasons behind this

choice were that it would be possible to (a) investigate the

effects of fluid separation on the system's physical require-

ments, (b) investigate the effects of pressure transformation

on the system performance, and (c) that the units were
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relatively convenient to manufacture.

3.1.3.1 The Ideal Transformer

Figure 3.10(a) is a schematic of an ideal hydraulic

piston transformer. Ideal here implies that there is no power

loss across the unit, i.e. there is no internal friction or

leakage, and compressibility and inertia effects are negligible.

Basic equations for the ideal transformer are as follows:

Force Balance Equation

(3.1)

Continuity Of Power Equation.

=
(3.2)

3.1.3.2 The Non-Ideal Transformer

Figure 3.10(b) is a schematic of a non-ideal piston

transformer. The characteristic equations of such a trans-

former are thus:

Equation of motion

2 • *
- p2 .A2 � (Ms + bs)x + .£. • sgn x

(3.3)

s

lib" is a damping factor due to leakage within the transformer.

,,�..
Note. tbit **8" equation is non-linear.

� ��L __
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continuity equations

A1sx = QI-Yl sP1
{3

A2sx = Q2+Y2SP2
{3

(3.4)

(3.5)

The problem of determining suitable overall dimensions

for a piston type transformer was reduced to ensuring that at

the minimum expected pulsation frequency, the piston stroke

did not exceed the length of the transformer cylinder. Each

transformer was designed according to an anticipated actuator

flow demand of 8 gpm at a minimum pulsation frequency of 2 cps.

The minimum pulsation frequency was selected as a consequence

of the expected working range for <alp of between 5 and 20 cps.

A rectified flow of 8 gpm implies that each phase (of a

two phase system) should carry a sinusoidal flow with an

amplitude of 12.5 gpm as seen from equation 3.6.

(3.6)

However, the flow amplitude of the alternator valve under

optimum conditions could not exceed approximately 10 gpm (see

Figure 3.5). Even if the system pump could supply this flow,*

*The system pump is rated at 10 gpm, but in practice the

pump is unable to supply more than 8 gpm at any significant
pressure.

\
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the pulsation amplitude required would be unobtainable.

Practically speaking it was expected that the p.f.

system would attain a pressure level consistent with the load

requirements. It is quite obvious that the higher the

amplitude of pressure fluctuations within the p.f. lines, the

lower the pressure drop across the alternator valve will be.

Thence the pulsating flow amplitude will depend on the level

of pressure fluctuations within the p.f. lines. Consequently

it was found that it was difficult to specify a system flow

rate simply on the basis of the alternator dimensions and

characteristics.

For this particular application then, each transformer

was oversized. The only consequence of this was that the mass

of each transformer piston was somewhat greater than necessary.

The mass of the piston affects the frequency response of a p.f.

line; however, in this project the extra mass of the transformer

pistons merely accentuated the effect of piston and fluid mass

on the frequency response of the p.f. lines. In practice it was

felt that, since in all probability, future (p.f.) systems would

employ 3 phases and would have significantly larger flow capa-

bilities, these oversize units would avoid duplication of effort

with respect to the fabrication of new transformers.

Figure 3.11 shows a drawing of the assembled transformer.

'(This figure is being repeated for easier referencing purposes.)
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The transformer pistons were machined with hollow centres in

order that the mass of these units could be held at a

minimum level. It is anticipated that in the future, attempts

will be made to use a lighter material, probably aluminum, for

the transformer pistons. Figures3.l2 to 3.14 show the com

ponent parts of the transformer.

The pressure transformation ratio across the transformers

was chosen according to the expected pressure drop across the

al ternator, and also a.ccozddnq to the nominal supply pressure

,

required at the actuator servovalve. The actuator servovalve

was able to utilize supply pressures of up to 3000 psi. There

fore it was decided to incorporate a pressure transformation

ratio of 2;3 into each transformer in order to recover the

pressure lost across the alternator. As a result of the standard

sizes of "0" rings available for the piston dynamic seals, the

design ratio of 2.3 was modified to 1.83:3. In practice, of

course, the actual pressure transformation ratio is determined

by equations 3.3 through 3.5 rather than by the ideal equations

3.1 and 3.2. However, it was not attempted to measure all of

the parameters included in equations 3.3 to 3.5, so that for

later experimental purposes, the simplified transformation

equations 3.1 and 3.2 were assumed to be sufficiently accurate.

Photographs of a prototype transformer (assembled and

\
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exploded views) are shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16. During

breaking-in runs, it was necessary to substitute leather oil

seal back up rings for the temporarily unavailable "teflon"

rings. It was found that the leather back-up rings performed

unexpectedly well. Negligible internal leakage was observed

in static tests conducted with pressure differentials of 3000

psi and 5 psi across the piston seals. (In practice, differ-

ential pressures did not exceed 1000 psi� In all probability,

then, the factor "b" (damping due to internal leakage) in

equation 3.3 was very small tor the prototype units.

In the prototype transformers, the design specified a

two-land piston head and a single tlynamic seal. Arter less than

one hour of experimentation it was noticed that the pistons be-

came somewhat "sticky" in operation. Examination showed that

considerable scoring of the cylinder walls and piston lands

had occurred. It was felt that there were several reasons for

this scoring� T�e reasons being (a) insufficient clearance be-

tween the pistons and their respective cylinders, (b) similar

materials had been used for both the transformer body and

piston head (in this case mild steel), (c) insufficient piston

land area, and (d) possible skew mounting of the piston heads

on their respective shafts. Figure 3.12 shows a modified

piston design in which three lands (two oil seals) are in-
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corporated and in which brass has been substituted for the

original mild steel in the piston head.

Transformer units with these modifications have per-

formed satisfactorily throughout prolonged tests; however, it

is expected that, due to the increased clearance tolerances,

the leakage factor "btl in equation 3.3 will now be somewhat

more significant.

3.2 Subsystem Development

3.2.1 Fluid Compensation

A fluid compensating device is made necessary by the

inclusion :of pressure transformers (fluid separators) in a p.f.

system. Referring back to Figure 2.10, it can be seen that the

two pressure transformers isolate the fluid contained in section

A of the system from that in section B. This means that any

variation of the volume of fluid in these isolated sections of

the system will cause the transformer pistons to.drift. A

continuous variation of this same volume will eventually cause

the pistons to bottom and hence render the transformers in-

operative.

Changes in volume can occur because of either fluid

leakage from the closed section of the system, or thermal

effects due to changes in the temperature of the fluid or
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variations in the fluid accepted by the system accumulators

with changes in actuator or alternator parameters.

After testing the prototype p.f. system, the need for

some form of fluid compensating device was immediately

apparent. The need for either the addition or removal of fluid

from the system was reliably indicated by the mean position of

oscillation of each transformer piston. It was decided,

therefore, to base the compensating action on this source of

information.

A number of closed loop compensating systems based upon

the mean position of each transformer piston were possible.

However, it was anticipate4 that the fabrication effort

associated with a fully automatic compensating system would be

excessively time consuming. Moreover, it was felt that since

in the initial stages of this project precise knowledge of the

operating characteristics of the system was lacking,a manually

closed loop compensator should be devised.

Figure 3.17 illustrates the compensator configuration

used. Provision for the addition of fluid was made on both

p.f. lines, while provision for the removal of �luid was made

on the c.f. return line alone. It was found experimentally that

at pulsation frequencies up to 15 cps fluid addition to one line

alone was insufficient due to the compensating lag that was
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involved. * However, in the case of removal of fluid, one

connection to the most convenient point in the C.f. return line

was found to be sufficient in order to achieve symmetrical

regulation of the transformer pistons.

It was found that the addition of fluid to the p.f.

lines was more effective than the additionto the c.f. lines.

Addition to the high pressure c.f. line resulted in large

compensating lags and the need for extremely high compensator

pressures. Addition of fluid to the c.f. return line adversely

affected the servo performance, although admittedly only for

short periods of time. Hence compensating fluid was supplied

at a constant pressure (several hundred psi greater than the

maximum expected return pressure) through two check valves to

each p.x. line downstream of the transformers. The check valves

were included to prevent any reverse flow during the p.f. high

pressure pulses.

A problem related mainly to the type of alternator used,

but also indirectly related to the fluid compensator, will be

discussed next. Figure 3.18 shows a schematic of the alternator

*The compensating lag can be defined as the time period
between the opening of a particular compensating valve and the

observing of a change in the mean position of the corresponding
transformer pEton. Although no attempt was made to determine
actual values, the compensating lag appeared to vary from zero

to five seconds according to the system parameters prevailing.
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control system' from which it can be seen that the servovalve

alternator was, controlled in an open loop mode. Any change in

the mean position of the valve spool, due to drift in the out

put of either one amplifier or a slight intrinsic asymmetry

of the valve's operation, would cause one p.f. line to carry

more fluid than the other. The ultimate result of this asy

mmetrical operation would cause the transformer pistons to

d·nft in opposite directions (depending upon the polarity of the

asymmetry). This d�ifting tendency was counteracted by biasing

the input to the summing amplifier with a small d.c. voltage

as illustrated in Figure 3.18.

3.2.2 The Hydraulic Servo

Following the single stage of p.f. power transmission,

the hydraulic servo loop was quite conventional in concept and

design. Figures 3.19 and 3.20,respectively, show a schematic

and a photograph of the general arrangement.

The servovalve* (see Figure 3.21) was excited with a

signal generated by an electronic oscillator. The linear

actuator and its associated load were continuously centered by

means of a feedback potentiometer** rigidly connected to the

*See Table 3.1 for component specifications.

**See Table 3.2 for transducer specifications.

94.
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TABLE 3.1 CONVENTIONAL HYDRAULIC COMPONENT SPECIFI'CATIONS

Component Parameter Comments

Servovalves

(a)Servo Proof Pressure

Supply Pressure

(b)Alternator Coil Resistance
Max Current
Saturation

Current
Filtration
Return Pressure

Parameter Constant

� 1!?l

4500 4500 psi
3000 3000 psi
2000 2350 ohms
20 20 ma

5 8 ma

10 10 microns
2000 2000 psi
1-1/8 inch

6 inch
11/16 inch
0.623 in2
3000 psi
0.225 Ib.sec2/in
0.36

•
stokes

100xlif '

psi

ill. .uu.
80 100 in3

6000 1500 psi
.!. inch2

.0625 inch

3000 psi

Moog Servocontrols (al Series 32

(b) Series 504

(b)Serial numbers 151,153
(a)Serial numbers 32-010-A.
Two Stage, Flow Control, Four-way
Closed Center

Manufactured by the Sheffer Corp.
Model 11/8 HHSL6DKY
Double Ended, Side Lug Mounted
Cast Iron Rings

Pure Linear Inertial Load

Esso "Teresso 52"
*Includes dissolved air

Actuator Bore

Stroke
Rod Diameter
Piston Area

Max Pressure

Load Mass

Hydraulic
Fluid

Viscosity
Bulk Modulus

Accumulators

(a)h.p.
(b)l.p.

Volume

Max Press

Hydraulic
Conduit

Outside
Diameter

CheckValve Operating Press

(a) Sprague (b)

Piston Type Bladder Type

Parker "TripleJLockfl Flared Fittings
Used Throughout

Parker Aircraft Division

\0
00
.
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TABLE 3.2 PARAMETER TRANSDUCERS

Transducer ConunentsManufacturer Characteristics

Pressure Norwood Strain Bridge Operated Temperature Sensitive:
5000 & 2000 psL units used.

Dial Gauges 0-5000 psi

Flow

Marsh Instruments

Waugh Temperature Sensitive:
Suitable for Uni
Directional flow only:
Generates Pulses Propor
tional to Flow Rate

Models FL-6-402 .3-2 gpm
Fl-12SB 2-20 gpm

Electromagnetic Flow Meters

Waugh
(Pulse Rate Con

verter)

Converts Pulse Rate from

flow Meter into a D.C.

Voltage

Model FR 221

Velocity Sanborn 546 mv/in/sec. Model No 6LV4
Linear Electromagnetic
transducer: stroke 5.6 in.

Displacement Type 2028, Carbon ElementMarkite Resistance
Stroke

20 K.ohms
10 inches

Temperature Copper - Constantan

Thermocouple, Brazed to

Hydraulic Conduit.

-o
\()
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load. Feedback and command signals were summed and amplified

by a two stage, unity gain, chopper stabilized d.c. amplifier.

A velocity transducer was provided for actuator flow measure

ments. The velocity transducer was similarly connected to the

linear actuator.

3.3 The Prototype P.F. System

Figure 3.22 shows a block diagram of the complete

prototype p.f. system. Figures 3.23 and 3.24 are photographs

of this same system. Figure 3.25 shows the location of the

alternator, transformers, low pressure (c.f.) accumulator, and

instrumentation for measuring the accumulator air precharge

pressure. Figure 3.26 is a photograph showing details of the

rectifier installation. Also shown are the accelerometers used

in measuring the level of system vibration. All component

parts and subsystems have been described in previous sections

of this report.

3.3.1 The P.F. Lines

The total length of each p.f. line was approximately four

feet (see Figure 3.23). Line lengths in the prototype p.f.

system were deliberately kept as short as possible in order that

rectified line losses would not obscure more fundamental in

formation concerning the characteristics of p.f. fluid power

elL
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transmission. The erfect or transmission line length on the

frequency response or a p.r. line was investigated in a

separate series or tests.

3.3.2 Fluid Circulation

A p.r. system without transformers is feasible provided

that a single rluid system is acceptable. This is often the

case and hence it rollows that such a p.f. system would not

require rluid compensating devices. Ir the motion of fluid

within a p.f. system is studied, it is found that apart from a

small periodic interchange of fluid between the alternator

supply port and the p.f. lines, there is effectively no circula

tion of fluid from the p.r. system to the main system pump.

The same conditions apply to a system with transformers, except

that in this case interchange of fluid between the system up

stream of the transformers is restricted to leakage across the

transformer dynamic seals.

It was round during initial system testing that fluid

temperatures downstream of the rectifier valve had a tendency

to approach levels incompatible with the design specifications

of the actuator servovalve. However, temperatures in the p.f.

lines reached steady acceptable levels, a result of sufficiently

large radiation and convection losses from the conduit. It
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was concluded that the combination of absence of external

fluid circulation and high power losses within the servo cir-

cuit resulted in the abnormally high fluid temperatures down-

stream of the'rectifier valve. As a remedial measure, a small

water cooled heat exchanger was included in the c.f. return

circuit. The entire return flow was passed through this heat

exchanger.

The heat exchanger used functioned satisfactorily in

that the servovalve supply fluid temperatures were maintained

at almost constant acceptable levels in spite of significant*

alternator supply fluid temperature fluctuations. It is well

known that fluctuations of fluid temperature can cause signi-

ficant variations in the characteristics of a sensitive

electrohydraulic servovalve;(l8) therefore, the auxilliary heat

exchanger proved to be doub� useful.

The absence of fluid circulation created a further

problem with respect to contamination of the system fluid. It

was highly probable that foreign matter remaining in the

*Temperature variations in the main hydraulic system have
been found to be quite significant, i.e. up to SoC after the
initial transients have died out. Difficulty in regulating the

temperature of the supply was due essentially to the large
volume of fluid contained in the primary hydraulic circuit.

n (
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hydraulic conduit after assembly, or emanating from sources

such as the rectifier check valves, existed. Therefore, as a

precaution against servovalve malfunction due to contamination,

a paper element filter rated at 10 microns was included in the

c.f. high pressure line immediately upstream of the servovalve.

The hydraulic circuit upstream of the system alternator was of

course protected against contamination by a separate filtering

arrangement.

3.3.3 System Operating Pressure

The optimum pressure for a hydraulic system can be

defined as that pressure which results in the most ideal com

bination of design factors, considered in their relative degrees

of importance.(l9) In this project the influence of weight,

space, and cost of components (both capital and maintenance)

were less significant in determining a suitable system operating

pressure than were the servovalve and load requirements.

Probably the most logical point at which the system

pressure should be specified is the alternator, i.e. the initial

system supply pressure would be given. However, it was decided

to define the system pressure as being that pressure prevailing

at the actuator serVbvalve.

Generally it can be said that the higher the system

pressure, the more compact and efficient the hydraulic system

(
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will be. It was decided therefore, to utilize the maximum

usable pressure. The pressure limit was set by two factors,

these being the system pump rating and the safety requirements

of the various components used within the system. 3000 psi

was found to be a convenient figure. Therefore, the alternator

supply pressure was adjusted to make a maximum of 3000 psi

available at the actuator servovalve. It should be mentioned

here that only under certain conditions of pulsation frequency

and amplitude would 3000 psi be available.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

4.1 Scope of the Investigations

In order to attempt to define the characteristics of a

typical p.f. hydraulic control system, a number of tests were

conducted using the laboratory prototype p.f. system described

in the preceeding sections of this thesis.

Tests were divided into essentially two groups; the

remainder of this thesis is subdivided accordingly. The first

group of tests considered the fundamental characteristics of the

flow within those lines carrying pulsating fluid. The second

group considered the characteristics of the rectified flow and

the associated c.f. servo.

The characteristics of those components peculiar to p.f.

systems alone, namely the alternator, the transformers, and the

hydraulic rectifier have been considered previously; however,

the alternator will be dealt with further in this section.

4.2 Experimental Procedure

Tests were conducted with three different load Configu

rations. The laboratory p.f. system shown schematically in

Figure 3.22 and the servo illustrated in Figure 3.19 were

operated in both the loaded and no load conditions. In the

loaded configuration the actuator was rigidly attached to a pure

I
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inertial load or .139 IbF sec2/in. The unloaded conriguration

consisted or the same actuator without any form of external

loading (the actuator piston mass and the friction present were

considered to be negligible relative to the loaded configura

tion).

It was evident during the tests that the pressure and

flow within the rectified c.f. lines were significantly affect

ed by the prevailing actuator parameters. The parameters re

ferred to here are actuator frequency and amplitude, these

being governed by the electrical input to the actuator servo

valve. In view of this fact, it was decided that in order not

to obscure the true nature of the flow within the c.f. lines,

the servovalve and actuator should be replaced by a simple load

ing device. A two-way variable restrictor was selected as a

suitable device.

4.2.1 Accumulator Pre-Charge Pressures

Prior to the actual testing of the p.f. system, several

levels of accumulator pre-charge pressure were experimented

with. It was observed that the pre-charge pressure does have

a significant effect upon the ripple filtering efficiency.

Ripple filtering here implies both rectified flow and rectified

pressure filtering. It was also observed that the ripple

filtering efficency at any given set of pre-Charge pressures is

,
"

II
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a function of the servo parameters. No deterioration of servo

performance was measurable as a result of varying the servo

parameters at fixed accumulator pre-charge pressures. That is,

no deterioration was noticeable other than the usual amplitude

a.ttenuation due to the frequency response limitations of the

servo.

Optimization of pre-charge pressures would involve six

parameters, namely, the servo frequency and amplitude ratio,

the pulsation frequency and amplitude, and the two (high and low)

pre-charge pressures themselves. Due to the practical problems

involved in such a study, it was decided to select the pre

charge pressures on the basis of experience in operating the

system. Suitable values for the high and low accumulator

pressures were found to be 2000 and 350 psi, respectively.

These values gave good ripple filtering characteristics over a

useful range of system parameters.

4.3 Characteristics of Pulsating Flow

4.3.1 The Hydraulic Alternator

Figure 4.1 shows the static pressure-flow curves for a

single Moog servovalve of the type used in the alternator and

also shows similar curves for the dual alternator itself.

Hysteresis in the valve torque motor coils was ignored in

plotting the curves of Figure 4.1 and average values of flow are

(
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given throughout. Null drift and leakage effects have also been

assume� to be insignificant compared with the predominant in-

formation contained. As a matter of information, leakage flow

for a Moog valve of the type used in the alternator has been

estimated as being in the region of 0.1 cis/sec at a supply

pressure of 3000 psi.(18)
During testing of the p.f. system, it was noticed that

the quiescent flow of the servovalve was lower than that commonly

experienced with this type of valve. It is presumed that this

reduced flow is due to the higher than normal operating back

pressures common to the c.f. section of the system. In a con-

ventional hydraulic system, there is effectively a zero return

Examination of Figure 4.1 shows that, contrary to the

pressure relative to the supply pressure. The large pressure

loss inherent in the p.f. system due to the presence of the

alternator valve gives rise to correspondingly large return

pressures at the servo. These pressures are of the order of

several hundred psi. Later:in this section the extent of the

pressure variation within the c.f. lines will be shown.

expected function of the dual alternator valve, this unit gives

something less than twice the flow delivered by a single unit

(for most load pressures). For torque motor currents up to

approximately 1 ma, double flow is apparent; however, at higher

\
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currents, the total flow is less than twice that delivered by

a single valve, assuming similar loading conditions. It is

believed that the design of the alternator manifold had some

influence on the effectiveness of the dual alternator. The

corresponding no load alternator flow gain curve is shown in

Figure 4.2.

4.3.2 The Pulsating Flow Lines

4.3.2.1 Pulsating Pressure Characteristics

As was expected, the alternator gave rise to square wave

pressure fluctuations within the p.f. lines. The nature of the

p.f. pressure traces was investigated with the alternator excited

by a 16 volt p-p sinusoid and the alternator frequency

varied in the range 2 cps to 30 cps. The results of these tests

are presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. It has been mentioned

previously that the lower limit of'1p is set by the dimensions

of the system transformers. Values of pulsation frequency

below 2 cps cause the transformer pistons to bottom at either

end of their respective housings.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show three aspects of the flow within

a p.f. line (this flow being generated by a servovalve type of

alternator). Firstly, the pressure traces are not perfect

square waves as there is a finite time delay associated with

the rise and fall of pressure within the p.f. lines. In
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Figure 4.5 the rate of pressure rise upstream and downstream

of the transformers wi thin the p.f. lines is ploUed as a

function of the pulsation frequency. Actually the rate of

pressure rise is dependent upon the compressibility of the

hydraulic fluid, and from the standpoint of tube fatigue, it

would be desirable to have the lowest possible rate of pressure

rise. (12)

Secondly, it can be seen that the quality of the waveform

deteriorates with increasing pulsation frequency. Figures 4.6

and 4.7 show the manner in which the maximum and minimum

pressures levels within a p.f. line vary with pulsation fre

quency for constant servo parameters.

The salient characteristic of the data presented so far

is concerned with the performance of the alternator valve. It

can be seen,thirdly, that the pressure range available decreases

with increasing pulsation frequency. This is also true for

system flow as will be seen later in this section.

4.3.3 Frequency Response of a P.F. System

Sinusoidal signals were applied to the alternator

servovalve from an electronic oscillator. The actuator piston

velocity was measured by a velocity transducer which generated

a d.c. voltage proportional to�e piston velocity and hence

valve flow rate. The command signal to the valve torque motor
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was compared with the velocity transducer output to obtain the

system. frequency response.

Figure 4.8 shows the frequency response characteristics

..
of the three p.f. line configurations. As was expected, in-

creased line length, and hence increased fluid mass, does cause

a deterioration of the frequency response of the overall system.

The overall system here is the alternator plus the associated

p.f. lines and the transformer where applicable. The fluid

mass per foot of line length was estimated to be .0002 Ib;

sec2/in, and the mass of each transformer piston was .002 l�

sec2/.In. The conduit friction inherent in the transformer

was found to be approximately 4�5lbf. This exact value depends

upon the transformer machining and the position of each piston

in its housing. It should be pointed out that the coulomb

friction was measured with no pressure in the transformers.

4.4 Characteristics of the Hydraulic Servo Utilizing Rectified

Flow

Initially in order to determine the nature of the flow

within the c.f. lines, the servovalve-actuator arrangement was

replaced by a simple two-way valve.

*The three p.f. line configurations are considered
on the following page. It (page l22b) should be read immedi
ately prior to reading Section 4.4.

�........�------

122.
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l22b

Three di£terent set-ups were used xor this particular

study. These were the alternator with long p.x. lines, the

alternator with short p.x. lines, and the alternator with both

transformers installed and using long p.f. lines again. In

each case the p.t. lines were terminated simply by a linear

actuator. The actuator piston was of sufficiently low mass

such that the poles in the system transfer function (associated

with the piston mass) had negligible effect on the resulting

frequency response of the alternator valve and the associated

p.f. lines. The total line lengths involved for the three cases

mentioned were 20 feet and 3 feet,respectively.
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4.4.1 Recti.fied Flow Characteristics (Simple Loading)

A turbine type .flowmeter was installed in the high

pressure recti.fied .flow supply line to obtain some indication

of the manner in which the flow varied. This in.formation is

presented in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. It should be noted here

that the turbine .flowmeter used had a large associated time

constant and, for quantitative work, was only suitable .for

steady state .flow measurements. Figures 4.9 through 4.13 show

p.f. traces as recorded by the flowmeter.

Figure 4.9 shows the rectified high pressure flow for

varying values of pulsation .frequency with both system ripple

filtering accumulators operational. Figures 4.10 and 4.11

show the rectified flow for pulsation frequencies of 2 and 8

cps, respectively, with the smoothing accumulators being used

in several dif.ferent configurations. As expected, the traces

showing flow with the h.p. accumulator isolated closely approxi

mate a fully rectified sine wave. However, it is surprising

to see that for case (d), where only the l.p. accumulator was

isolated, the continuity of flow in the h.p. line is neverthe

less significantly affected.

The tfbeatft effect seen in Figure 4.9 for a pulsation

frequency of 24 cps should be noted. This phenomenon, which is

associated with the rectifier unit, occurred earlier in Figure
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"'p :r 8 cps

Wp :: 12 cps

Wp = 20 cps

Figure 4.12
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4.4 It is left to a later point in this section to go into

more detail concerning this.

4.4.2 Rectified Flow wi th a Servovalve and Actuator Present

When the two-way valve mentioned in the previous section

is replaced by a servovalve and actuator such that a conventional

closed loop is formed, the flow condi tions within the c .• f.

supply line change significantly.

It has been found that the nature of the flow within the

c.f. lines is now governed by the actuator parameters rather

-than the alternator parameters (Figure 4.12 illustrates this).

It is evident from Figure 4.12 that the addition of the servo

to the system has a ripple filtering effect in addition to that

provided by the system accumulators.

Figure 4.13 shows the effect on the rectified flow pattern

of isolating the high and low pressure accumulators. The'

pulsation frequency can be seen superimposed on the primary floW

pulsations caused by the actuator demand. Again, it should be

r,emembered that, due to the time delay associated with the flow

meter used, the flow traces that would be obtained with an

"ideal" flow meter would probably indicate zero flow as the

minimum value.

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate how the average flow

through the servovalve varies with both pulsation frequency and
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actuator frequency for zero load. Pulsation and actuator

frequency, respectively, are the parameters for the two

Figure�.

From Figure 4.14 it can be seen that, during closed

loop operation at low frequencies, the valve flow is small

(just above l_ cis). For flows in this region the flowmeter

available was only marginally suitable and the readings indicated

had to be interpolated from preceeding values. As the actuator

frequency is increased towards the system bandwidth, the valve

flow increases almost linearly. When the bandwidth is exceeded,

the valve flow attenuates toward zero. The effect of pulsation

frequency on the system flow is evident from Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.15 presents the same information as Figure 4.14, ex

cept that the actuator frequency is treated as a parameter in

the latter case.

The envelope of the loci shown in Figure 4.15 is formed

by the 22 cps actuator frequency locus. Loci for higher

actuator frequencies than 22 cps fall below the envelope shown

and have not been included for the sake of clarity. However,

it can be seen, as in Figure 4.14, that the system flow is

limited by the frequency response of the alternator in much the

same way as the actuator flow is limited by the frequency re

sponse of the actuator-servovalve combination. Although no

L
"

lh, I
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experimental results were obtained for the p.f. system without

the transformers, it was noted during the exploratory tests

conducted without the transformers that, for given actuator

and pulsation frequencies above the bandwidth indicated in

Figure 4.15, the system flow was greater than that given in

Figures 4.14 and 4.15. This improved performance is most

certainly due to the improved frequency response characteristics

of the alternator and p.f. lines when the transformers are not

present (this was indicated earlier in Section 4.3.3).

It is apparent from the Figures in which system flow

has been plotted as a function of either pulsation frequency

or actuator frequency that existing system flows have a maximum

value of approximately 8 cis. Al�rnator supply flows were

necessarily small because the value pressure drops available

were restricted by the pressure distributions inherent in this

type of p.f. system. Consequently the servovalve excitation

voltage was comnon1y restricted to 3.2 volts peak to peak.

This excitation voltage, although low compared with the voltage

that can be safely applied to the valve torque motor, was

compatible with the flow available to the actuator servova1ve

which would give steady actuator movement. Higher voltages

caused a higher flow demand from the valve than was, in fact,

available from the alternator.

Referring to Figure 4.15 again, the resonance effect

, \
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noted in Figures 4.4 and 4.9 is evident in. the 4 cps actuator

frequency Lo cus , It occurs at the same pulsation frequency of

25 cps. Resonance in the system flow level was associated with

resonance of the rectifier check valves. This effect was at

all times noticeably audible and was accompanied by an increase

in the level of line vibration around the system. The undamped

natural frequency of the check valve spring-mass system was

found to be 29.6 cps, that is, 4.6 cps above the observed

frequency. It is concluded that check valve resonance did

occur during the tests conducted and this caused the resonance

peaks in the rectified flows.

4.4.3 Rectified Pressure Characteristics

Pressures in the c.f. lines were measured by transducers

located immediately downstream of the system rectifier. Both

the high and low pressures were recorded for varying pulsation

frequencies. Measurements were made with and without the

inertial load connected to the actuator.

The pressure characteristics are plotted in Figur�4.16

and 4.17 with the actuator frequency as parameter. Although

loading conditions vary for the two Figures, the characteri-

stic shape of each curve remains unchanged (as expected).

Rectifier resonance is again evident in both Figures. At the

,�---------------,

f__!

resonant frequency, it can be seen that there is a decrease
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in the rectified return pressure and a corresponding, but

ssller,decrease in the supply pressure. The decrease in c.f.

pressures at the r<est>nant· frequency is due to the rectifier

check valves floating, that is, not seating completely be

tween pulses.

In Figure 4.18 the servovalve load pressure drop derived

from Figure 4.16 is plotted as a function of pulsation fre

quency. It can be seen that there is a steady decrease of the

valve load pressure drop as predicted by the dynamic perform

ance of the alternator valve.

The variation or pressure in the p.f. lines both up

stream and downstream or the transrormers has been shown in

Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The absence or the resonance errect in

dicates that the rectifier apparently isolates this effect

from the p.r. portion or the system. The net effect, there

fore, is that in the resonant condition there is an increase

in pressure drop across the rectifier and a corresponding in

crease in the system flow. This was shown in Figures 4.16 and

4.17.

It should be noted that when the c.f. system is dead

headed, that is, when the actuator is centered and there is no

input signal to the servova1ve at the actuator (no flow through

the valve other than leakage), a maximum pressure develops in
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th� high pressure c.f. line. This occurrence is accompanied

by a minimum point in the low pressure line. In addition to

occurring for zero servovalve input voltage, the same effect

is apparent at very high frequency signals at which the dynamic

performance of the valve limi ts the output to small amplitudes.

If the electrical input to the alternator valve is

suddenly removed, then it has been observed that the residual

pressures (that is, the pressures remaining after the actuator

has ceased to oscillate) are a function of the accumulator pre-

charge air pressures. These residual pressures are a minimum

when both smoothing accumulators are isolated.

4.4.4 Transformer Malfunction Effects

Irregularit�es in the operation of a p.f. system do

occut and they arise mainly as a result of the inclusion of

the transformers in the p.f. lines. It can be said that,

provided each transformer piston oscillates evenly within its

housing, the system operates in a straightforward and predict-

able manner. However, if the fluid volume compensator does not

function or if the time delay associated with this unit is large,

then one or both pistons can bottom against their respective

housings. The results are several £old.

With a single piston inoperative, the system is reduced

.

if t' ely a single line p.f. type of system as
to what 1S e ec 1V
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described in Section 2.4.2. This means that the average system

flow is halved and that the rectified flow is half-wave

rectified in the absence of flow ripple filtering accumulators.

Assuming that the servo is still functional, then the positive

and negative p.f. pulses become coincident. Under these con

ditions, the low pressure accumulator must accept the negative

flow pulse from the servo until the remaining p.f. line

reaches the negative portion of its cycle. The performance of

the system visibly deteriorates during the conditions mentioned

above. This deterioration appears to be caused by a corres

ponding deterioration of the ripple filtering efficiency of

the smoothing accumulators. The level of vibration within the

system generated by check valve hammer is also markedly in

creased. Generally, the level of check valve hammer is a

reliable indication of a transformer or actuator piston being

in a dead-heeded condition, or the occurrence of fluid com

pensation within the system.

Fluid compensation, for a system with a purely meChani

cal type of alter�ator, would almost certainly be necessary

only to counteract either fluid expansion or leakage in the

p.f. portion of the system as indicatedm Section 2. However,

for the p.f. system tested, as the system pressure level de

creased with increase of pulsation frequency, the volume of
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fluid stored by the smoothing accumulators varied, necessita

ting almost continuous fluid compensation.

L( c
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The concept of pulsating flow hydraulics has been shown

h d· th'
., (4,14,17 ,15)ere an 1n 0 er 1nvest1gatlons to be sound. P.F.

systems have proved to be equally satisfactory in practice,

although naturally problems have been encountered when

developing the system hardware. Analytical work directly re-

lated to p.f. hydraulics appears to have been confined to the

analog simulation of these systems. Work concerning the

intrinsic nature of power transmission by the vibratory motion

of a fluid has been performed by independent sources not

d·
.

l' (13)
lrectly concerned w1th p.f. hydrau leSe

Experimental results obtained from these investigations

have indicated the nature of the response to be expected from

a p.f. system in a standard configuration. Initially the tests

recorded were designed to optimize the fundamental system para-

meter, namely, the pulsation frequency. Results have shown,

however, that true optimum frequency does not in fact exist for

the system as tested.

More precisely, the��ftable frequency is the lowest

frequency attainable within the limits imposed by the dimensions

of the system transformers. Up to now the optimum pulsation

frequency has been defined on the basis of the maximum available

receified flow, but normally the pulsation frequency would be

---�
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capable of being optimized from other aspects,e.g. effi

ciency of power transmission or system weight. However, the

alternator used in this project has proved to be unsuitable

for high power, high frequency applications. The response

of the alternator deteriorates with increasing pulsation

frequency so as to obscure information pertaining to an

optimum frequency.

The significance of p.f. line length in determining

the performance of a p.f. system has been demonstrated. Prob

lems associated with resonance and anti-resonance, and the

dynamics in general of the p.f. lines,have not been encountered;

this has been duel.to the short transmission lines used. Re

sonance in the hydraulic rectifier has occurred, and pulsation

frequencies in this region should be avoided in order not to

cause any deterioration in the servo's performance as a result

of the resonance.

Accumulator pre-charge pressures have been shown to

affect the efficiency of the accumulators as ripple filtering

devices. The efficiency of ripple filtering is a function of

both the pulsation frequency and the actuator .parameters and

cannot consequently be optimized conveniently.

Normally the frequency response of the c.f. servo would

provide useful information concerning the choice of an optimum

-----------------"
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pulsation frequency. However, the frequency response of the

alternator again dominated the response of the c.f. servo and

hence little information was gained from a study made of the

response of the c. f. servo for varying pulsation frequencies.

The feasibility of building and operating a p.f. system

has been established. Problems have been encountered with

certain system components and recommendations concerning the

future development of these components and subsystems are as

follows:

(a) Hydraulic Alternator

A rotary, or some form of mechanically driven alternator

should be developed. The alternator should be constructed in

such a manner that it will be relatively convenient to in-

vestiga�e the effect on system efficiency of changing the

number of phases. An adequate scheme for a rotary alternator

is contained in reference 17. Adequate effective flow

capabilities should be guaranteed for a future alternator, but

oversizing should be simultaneously avoided. When designing

the alternator, the flexi bility afforded by transformation of
'-'

pressure in the system should be considered.
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(b) Rectifier

The rectifier Used in this project functioned satis

factorily. If modifications to this unit are conteapl&ted.

the spring rate of the check valves could usefully be stiffened.

This would raise the natural frequency of these units outsid.

the antiCipated use!ul range of pulsation frequencies.

(c) Fluid Compensator

Fluid compensation has proved to be fundamental to the

successful operation of the p.f. system as built. An Automatic

compensator controlled by 'information derived from the trans-

formers would be a useful addition to a future p.f. system.

The transformer positions are particularly sensitive to th.

actuator and alternator parameters and is not simply & function

of system leakage or thermal expansion. Th�s means that fluid

compensation is virtually a continuous process and can becoole

tiresome if controlled manually.

(d) Transformers

It is probable that the piston transformers used will

continue to be useful. Modificat�ons will be necessary if the

units are to be used in conjunction with an automatic fluid

compensator.

A lighter transformer piston would be obtained it the

c
"
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unit was fabricated in aluminum; this would also give rise to

improved line response due to the li�r construction.

I� is anticipated that construction of either a bellows

or a diaphragm type transformer would still present problems

and that nothing would be gained by using either of these

units.

"

\
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APPENDIX

Hydraulic Power Supply (Figure A-I)

The type of power supply unit installed in the

Servomechanism laboratory, University of Saskatchewan, is

assembled and distributed by Rousseau Controls, Ltd. The

unit consists of a hydraulic pump and reservoir, an electric

motor, micronic filters,and appropriate control valves.

Figure A-I shows a schematic outline of the hydraulic circuit.

1. Hydraulic Pump

The hydraulic pump, manufactured by the Denison

Engineering Division, is a series 600 Variable Volume,

Cylinder Control, axial piston-type pump. The rated delivery

at full volume is 10 U.S. gallons per minute at 1800 R.P.M.

The pump has a cylinder pressure compensator unit.

2. Reservoir

The hydraulic storage tank has a storage capacity of 50

U.S. gallons. A dial type oil level indicator is provided.

The tank is fitted with a heat exchanger. The pump pre-charge

is gravity fed.

"
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3. Relief and Sequence Valves

All valves installed in the hydraulic circuit are

manufactured by Denison (Engineering Division).

The function of relief valve (1) is to limit the maxi

mum pressure of the hydraulic system to any valve up to 5000

psi. The pump, when running, will always operate at full

volume until the pressure setting of the sequence valve (2)

has been reached. At that pressure, the sequence valve will

open allowing flow to be directed to the cylinder control of

the pump. Relief valve (3) limits the pressure in the sequence

circuit to approximately 400 psi, that is,the pressure required

by the cylinder compensator.

Fundamentally, it can be said that the sequence valve

{2} regulates the desired system pressure and relief valve (1)

protects the system against pressure peaks, but does not con

tinuously control the system pressure. If the latter is the

case, then valve (1) has been incorrectly set and excessive

system oil temperatures will result.

4. Filters

Two oil filters are included in the hydraulic circuit,

one in the high pressure line, and one in the return line; a

strainer is included in the pump pre-charge line.

The high pressure filter is a Sprague Type S-76l and has

r J\
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a '. sdntered bronze element. The element is capable of removing

particles as small as � microns in diameter. The return filter

has a paper element rated at 10 microns.
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